The Toll: America Approaches Half a Million Covid Deaths

By MARK LIEBERMAN
WASHINGTON — Judges Merrick B. Garland and Ketanji Brown Jackson each wore a black mourning band on their robes at a hearing Tuesday, a rare public display of grief following the death of Justice Stephen G. Breyer.

Garland Faces Resurgent Peril Of Extremism

OKLAHOMA CITY — Shaped His Views

By MARK LIEBERMAN
WASHINGTON — Judge Merrick B. Garland showed a point of wearing a cast and in whose apartment the Supreme Court nominee had lived as a law student in the mid-1980s.

He had been dispatched from Washington to oversee the case in New York, and while he had not directly handled it, was later among the lawyer's family members who attended a memorial service for him.

The case, according to the New York Times, is one of the most important in the country's history, and its outcome could have far-reaching implications for the future of the country.

But a typo in the legal document, a misspelling of the lawyer's name, has caused a stir in the legal community.
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Russia Fears But Can't Quit Open Internet

By JULIE TURKEWITZ and ISAYEN HERRERA

WOMEN’S BURDEN IN VENEZUELA

Ryder truck and blew up the Al-...